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The major stock market indexes — the Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P 500, and Nasdaq — 

extended their winning streaks to seven consecutive weeks last Friday, the longest since prior to the 

pandemic/lockdown in 2020. The rally has broadened beyond the larger stocks since November 

with the small-cap Russell 2000 gaining five weeks in a row. 

This past Wednesday, the DJIA closed above 37,000 for the first time ever. As shown in the table 

above, it took 772 days to reach this new thousand-point milestone, the longest period since 2013. 

The catalysts were lower inflation and bond yields followed by a relatively dovish Fed meeting last 

week, which pointed to more rate cuts in the year ahead than previously forecasted. 

The Dow closed at record levels last Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Monday. These all-time 

highs were the first four in 2023 (see table below), lengthening its yearly streak of at least one new 

high to 11. If the Dow can climb further into 2024, it will match the record run of 12 straight years 

from 1989 to 2000. 

Importantly, the Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) price index was flat month-over-month 

in November, lowering core inflation — the Fed’s preferred metric — to an annual rate of 2.0% over 

the past six months, matching the central bank’s stated target. Meanwhile, the yield on the 10-year 

Treasury has fallen from a peak of 5.0% in October to less than 4.0% today. Fed funds are now 

projected to drop from the current rate of 5.25%-5.50% to 4.50%-4.75% by the middle of next year. 

A more accommodative Fed should be viewed positively by the market as long as the economy can 

continue to expand and avoid a recession. 
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